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MRFF DEMANDS
"NUCLEAR BIBLES"
BE REMOVED FROM

NAVAL TRAINING STATION
Nicknamed "Nuclear Bibles" and the "Nuke Testament" by personnel at
the Navy's Nuclear Power Training Unit (NPTU), Bibles emblazoned with

the words "NPTU Bible," in violation of several military regulations, along
with other overt Christian proselytizing literature, have been blatantly

displayed for months in the facility's most high traffic area.

CROOKS AND LIARS
COVERS MRFF

Nuclear Bibles Cause Blow Up
At Charleston Navy Base

By: Paul Rosenberg

Wednesday, August 5, 2020

(Excerpts from Crooks and Liars/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Like most heroes in the fight for religious freedom in the military, he—or she
—remains anonymous. But on July 31, a naval officer at Naval Weapons
Station, Joint Base Charleston, home to the Nuclear Power Training
Unit, emailed the Military Religious Freedom Foundation seeking help
for an all-too-common violation of the Establishment Clause of the First
Amendment: "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion."

"I noticed a few months back that at my base, NWS Charleston, there are
often Christian flyers and handouts on a table as you leave the building," the
officer wrote. "I generally ignored it, but recently I noticed that they have full
Bibles being distributed, that are labeled 'NPTU Bible' (NPTU is our
command). It seems like a clear promotion of Christianity by our
command to have the label "NPTU Bible", coupled with the exclusive
access to being distributed at the table. I looked into it, and I believe the
Bibles to be distributed either by something called Operation Worship or
Gideon's International. It seems wrong that we should be providing a
designated space for proselytizing to sailors."

[…]

“The Bibles are located in the westmost of the four main buildings on site.
This is the building where all students and staff enter and exit from the
site,” the officer wrote. There could not be a more prominent location, giving
the unit-branded Bibles another layer of de facto official endorsement.

“It is just so unconstitutional and so horribly manifests itself in the rapid
destruction of good order, morale, discipline in unit cohesion among our
service members,” MRFF Founder and President, Mikey Weinstein told
Crooks and Liars. He quickly took action, speaking with the NPTU
Commander, Capt. Stephen Mongold for about 12 minutes that afternoon.
Mongold seemed unaware of the situation, and non-committal about what he
might do, he told Crooks and Liars. But the next time the officer to returned
to duty—Lo and behold!—the Bibles were gone.

[…]

The NPTU branding flies directly in the face of another regulation,
MRFF’s Research Director Chris Rodda pointed out to Crooks and Liars.
Joint Ethics Regulation - DoD 5500.07-R includes the following provision,
with emphasis added by Rodda:

“3-209. Endorsement. Endorsement of a non-Federal entity, event, product,
service, or enterprise may be neither stated nor implied by DoD or DoD
employees in their official capacities and titles, positions, or organization
names may not be used to suggest official endorsement or preferential
treatment of any non-Federal entity …”

[…]

Click to Read Article

MRFF Founder and President Mikey Weinstein's
Letter to Vice Admiral William J. Galinis

Demanding Removal of NPTU "Nuclear Bibles"

Saturday, August 1, 2020

Dear Vice Admiral William J. Galinis, 

I am most displeased to inform you that egregious,
blatant and indefensible violations of the First
Amendment of the Bill of Rights of the United States
Constitution, as well as related provisions of same,
are occurring under your direct command at the
U.S. Navy’s Nuclear Power Training Unit (NPTU)
located at Joint Base Charleston in South Carolina.

My name is Mikey Weinstein, and I head up a large civil rights advocacy
organization called the Military Religious Freedom Foundation (MRFF).
MRFF’s main objective and purpose are to preserve the Constitutionally-
mandated wall separating Church and State in the U.S. armed forces. In this
regard, MRFF currently represents just under 70,000 active duty sailors,
soldiers, Marines, airmen, cadets, midshipmen, DoD civilian personnel, and
veterans. Approximately 95% of MRFF’s clientele are practicing Christians
whilst the remainder represent a wide spectrum of minority faith and non-
faith traditions.

Admiral, I will not belabor the point as the E-mail which immediately
follows mine, below, from a U.S. sailor under your command at NPTU will
quite specifically and satisfactorily explain the matter at hand. Besides the
Naval Officer who wrote the E-mail below, MRFF is also representing 24
other U.S. Navy officers, Navy NCOs, and Navy civilian personnel in this
matter of unconscionable breach of the United States Constitution.

Sir, how in the HELL can you explain the incontrovertible fact that, for at
least the past few MONTHS, Christian bibles emblazoned with the
“NPTU” acronym have been on display for distribution and obvious
proselytizing in one of the highest foot traffic areas of the entire
NPTU complex of buildings?!

Were you NOT aware of this despicable, illicit, illegal, and wholly
unconstitutional “official” NPTU Christian bible distribution project,
Admiral?

Well, sir, at least 25 of those U.S. Naval personnel under your direct
command are all too well aware and, justly fearing reprisal, retribution,
revenge, and retaliation from their U.S. navy chain of command, they came
to MRFF to make their demand that this “NPTU" Christian bible “ministry”
be ordered to immediately cease and desist forthwith!

For your information, 18 of our MRFF clients under your command in this
sordid matter are actually practicing Christians themselves with the balance
of MRFF’s clients herein following minority faiths ,including Judaism and
Islam as well as non-faith traditions to include Atheism, Agnosticism,
Secularism, and Humanism.

As I’m sure you know, Admiral, the United States Navy is a very diverse
entity. Indeed, sir, to deliberately elevate only ONE FAITH (Christianity)
over all others and non-faiths wretchedly violates inter alia the No
Establishment Clause of the aforementioned First Amendment as well as the
“No Religious Test” mandate of Clause 3, Article 6 of the United States
Constitution. Further, this shocking “NPTU" Christian bible
distribution/proselytizing matter also viciously violates well-founded and
established Federal caselaw, a slew of DoD and U.S. Navy Directives,
Instructions and, Regulations, the U.S. Navy’s own vaunted Core Values as
well as key provisions of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).

I spoke for 12 minutes on the phone late yesterday afternoon (Friday, July 31,
2020), Admiral, with Capt. Stephen Mongold, the NPTU Commander. I
informed him of this repulsive matter and sent him most of the E-mail you
see below from one of MRFF’s 25 clients. Capt. Mangold seemed rather
“unaware’ of this official “NPTU" Christian bible
display/distribution/proselytizing activity going on in a VERY heavy foot
traffic area of the NPTU building complex under his command?! He told me
that he would have to confer with his Chaplain, Judge Advocate, and
Executive Officer and then decide how to “investigate”.

Preposterous!

He’s the COMMANDER of NPTU, and he is apparently UNAWARE
that Christian bibles (often several dozen at a time) with the “NPTU"
acronym CLEARLY visible on their hard front cover have been on
blatant display for distribution and proselytizing RIGHT UNDER HIS
NOSE for at least the last few MONTHS??!!

Admiral, this “NPTU” labeled Christian bible display is completely
unconstitutional as it violates, via well-founded time, place, and manner
restrictions, a bevy of bedrock church-state separation laws and regulations
which rightly prohibit such abominable activities. Allowing this “NPTU”
Christian bible activity to continue will only further seriously degrade the
good order, morale, discipline, and unit cohesion of your Command and will
reap a host of Inspector General and EEO complaints and, if necessary,
Federal Court litigation.

Therefore, as per the foregoing and the MRFF client E-mail below which
follows, and on behalf of its 25 MRFF clients, all of whom are U.S. Navy
military and civilian personnel under your direct command, MRFF
demands that you: 

(1) immediately order the cessation of any further “NPTU” Christian
bible displays/distributions/proselytizing at the NPTU building complex
and anywhere else in Naval Sea Systems Command;

(2) immediately order an NCIS investigation into this matter to include
how and why an “NPTU”-emblazoned Christian bible ever came to exist
in the first place;

(3) swiftly, visibly and aggressively punish all Navy personnel who are
either directly for indirectly responsible for allowing these repugnant,
unconstitutional matters to ensue.

Finally, Vice Admiral Galinis, if it is too hard for you or any of your staff to
understand the enormous magnitude of our 25 MRFF clients’ collective rage
at seeing this “NPTU” Christian bible display/distribution/proselytizing
activity in one of the highest traffic areas of the NPTU building complex,
imagine the unbridled chaos, indignation, and infuriation if, instead of that
unconstitutional “NPTU” Christian bible, there was an official “NPTU”
Koran, or “NPTU” Satanic bible, or “NPTU” Torah or, in point off fact, an
official “NPTU” label on Richard Dawkins’ “The God Delusion,”
Christopher Hitchens’ “God is Not Great,” or Sam Harris’ “The End of
Faith"!?

Why, sir, there would have FREAKING been blood in the street!

Again, please read the E-mail immediately below from one of MRFF’s 25
U.S. Navy clients under your command.

Please advise us, Admiral Galinis, as to the action you will be timely taking
to remediate this unconstitutional “NPTU” Christian bible disgrace and
uphold your sworn oath to support and defend the United States Constitution
just as soon as possible.

We are standing by.

Sincerely, 

Michael L. “Mikey” Weinstein, Esq.
Founder and President
Military religious Freedom Foundation
505-250-7727

Email from one of MRFF's 25 NPTU Clients
Requesting MRFF's Assistance to Get

"Nuclear Bibles" Removed

From: MRFF Client/Active Duty U.S. Navy Officer’s E-mail
Address Withheld
Subject: Military Bibles
Date: July 31, 2020 at 12:02:07 AM MDT
To: info@militaryreligiousfreedom.org

Hello,

I hope this email finds you well. I want to start by saying that as a (faith or
non-faith tradition withheld), I really appreciate the work your group does. It
seems to be a constant battle to hold off the advance of religious groups
pushing for exclusive access and theocratic policy in the military and outside
of it. I think the military has come a long way, and it's due to the work of
people like you, supporting the religious pluralism on which the US was
founded.

I noticed a few months back that at my base, NWS Charleston, there are
often Christian flyers and handouts on a table as you leave the building. I
generally ignored it, but recently I noticed that they have full Bibles being
distributed, that are labeled "NPTU Bible" (NPTU is our command). It seems
like a clear promotion of Christianity by our command to have the label
"NPTU Bible", coupled with the exclusive access to being distributed at the
table. I looked into it, and I believe the Bibles to be distributed either by
something called Operation Worship or Gideon's International. It seems
wrong that we should be providing a designated space for proselytizing to
sailors.

Is it legal for the Navy to be aiding in Bible distribution? If so, it seems like
if any other group or individual requested distribution, they'd be required to
comply. Is that correct?

*P.S. Mr Weinstein,

The Bibles are located in the westmost of the four main buildings on site.
This is the building where all students and staff enter and exit from the site.
As you leave, you first walk through a security checkpoint, then through a
doorway to a wall of racks to doff your dosimeter. There is a table opposite
that wall, just a few feet before the door to exit. On the table are some
resource pamphlets as well as a stack of about 20 Bibles with digital camo
print on them and the title "NPTU Bible".

I was sworn into the Navy in 20(XX), and since then, I have been often
surprised by the degree to which Christian religious identity is center stage. I
went to public school in (U.S. state name withheld), and great lengths were
taken to maintain a clear line between religion and a government institution. I
expected the military would be even more strict about this. I was wrong.
Between the prayers at graduation ceremonies (in one case the requirement to
bow our heads in unison during the prayer), closing the oath of
enlistment/office with "so help me god", and more subtle references, like
leaders saying that we are "doing god's work", the Navy seems to make clear
where it stands on religion.

I've generally been quiet about stuff like this besides discussion with friends.
The military isn't generally a place that praises disruption of systems or
norms. The Bibles were a breaking point. Placing a stack of Bibles in the
most high traffic location on sight is a clear and exclusive promotion of
Christianity. The title "NPTU Bible" is even more bold. Young sailors in the
Navy's nuclear pipeline take a lot of pride in being a nuke and are beginning
to adjust to the Nuclear Navy culture. Seeing this title sends the message that
part of that culture is being Christian.

When I got home last night, I immediately started searching the internet for
"Bibles on military bases" to see if there was awareness of this, and what the
legal implications were. I found two organizations, Operation Worship, and
Gideon's International that seemed to be involved with this kind of thing. The
other thing I found was your website. There I learned about the work you've
done to stop bases from placing Bibles on POW/MIA tables, laying universal
claim of nearly 100,000 missing people for the Christian faith. It seemed to
me that your group would have the best expertise in dealing with an issue
like this.

Thank you again for your quick response to this. The work MRFF has done
to stop numerous other cases of promotion, proselytization, and outright
coercion in the armed forces is indispensable. The USA was founded on
secular intellectual values and religious pluralism, and it remains vital that
those principles are protected today.

 **Final statement: I checked back last (time of duty day yesterday withheld),
and I didn't see the Bibles there. It looks like they might have removed them.
I'll keep an eye out to see if they bring  them back or if they just put them at a
different location. I'm also checking with a friend of mine that works at
NNPTC nearby to so see if they have the same thing.

 Again, I really appreciate you taking action on this. I've felt like this kind of
thing was wrong for a while, but wasn't really sure if I had a legal foothold to
do anything about it or how the command would respond to me confronting
them about it.

 I came to MRFF because I know you have had success representing service
members anonymously for situations like this. I would not like to confront
my command myself nor have my name released for fear of retribution either
from the command or other members within the command. The military
today remains a dominantly Christian institution, and Christians often
respond aggressively to attempts at undermining exclusive privileges.

Respectfully, (MRFF Client/Active Duty U.S. Navy Officer’s name, rank,
MOS and unit all withheld)

2012 Previous MRFF Victory — Military Emblems No
Longer Allowed on Holman Military Bibles

"Thank You"

As I’ve said before, I had to deal with this 50 years ago and it has gotten
much worse since then. It is you, and you alone, who has taken up the
defense of defenseless military members worldwide. Keep up the great
work. 

(name withheld)
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